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Abstract 

Image-based visual servoing using improved image moments in 6-DOF 

robot systems 

Sining Liu 

Visual servoing has played an important role in automated robotic manufacturing 

systems. This thesis will focus on this issue and proposes an improved method which 

includes an ameliorative image pre-processing (IP) algorithm and an amendatory IBVS 

algorithm. 

As the first contribution, an improved IP algorithm based on the morphological 

theory has been discussed for the purpose of removing the unexpected speckles and 

balancing the illumination during the image processing. After this enhancing process, the 

useful information in the image becomes prominent and can be utilized to extract the 

accurate image features. Then, an improved IBVS algorithm is therefore further introduced 

for an eye-in-hand system as the second contribution. This eye-in-hand system includes a 6 

Degree of Freedom (DOF) robot and a camera. The improved IBVS algorithm utilizes the 

image moment as the image features instead of detecting the special points for feature 

extraction in traditional IBVS. Comparing with traditional IBVS, choosing image moment 

as the image features can increase the stability of the system and extend the applied range 

of objects. The obtained image features will then be used to generate the control signals for 

the robot to track the target object. The Jacobian matrix describing the relationship between 

the motion of camera and velocity of image features is also discussed, where a new simple 

method has been proposed for the estimation of depth involved in the Jacobian matrix. In 
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order to decouple the obtained Jacobian matrix for controlling the motion of camera with 

individual image features, a four stages sequence control has also been introduced to 

improve the control performance. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

According to Seth Hutchinson et al. [1], the task of visual servoing is using 

visual information to control the pose of the robot's end-effector relative to a target 

object or a set of target features. In order to indicate the relative pose, the image 

features are required to be extracted. In this chapter, the basic concepts and 

background of visual servoing and image moments which are used to extract the 

image features are introduced. Furthermore, the motivation and contribution will also 

be addressed. In the end, the organization of this thesis will be summarized. 

1.2 Background and Previous Works 

1.2.1 Background of Visual Servoing 

Robots are now applied widely to different areas, from fruit picking to 

robotized laparoscopic surgery [36]. Especially, the robot plays an important role in 

industrial field. For example, assembling, packaging, drilling, painting and prototyped 

span manufacturing (grasping objects on conveyor belts and part mating) [1] [2]. 
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(a) Assembling [6] (b) Packaging[8] (c) Picking[7] 

Figure 1-1 Different applications of robots 

With the highly evolution of robot applications, the robot control technology has 

been well developed. 

Before 1970s', absolute motion control was widely used in robot control systems. 

For such a motion control, the target object had to be put in a fixed world coordinate 

frame, for example, the robot base frame. Only the absolute pose (3D translation and 

orientation) of end-effector in robot base frame with respect to the target object would 

be considered as the feedback signals. In this case, the operation was easily affected 

by any errors about the pose of the end-effector or target object. Also, another 

shortcoming of the absolute motion control was that it required considerable 

reprogramming before new tasks. 

To overcome the above- mentioned disadvantages , some sensors were added 

in conventional robot control system to measure the relative motion between robot 

end-effector and target object. The vision sensor was one of the low cost, but high 

accuracy sensors. In 1973, Shirai and Inoue described how a visual feedback loop can 

be used to correct the position of a robot to increase task accuracy. In 1979, the term 

"visual servoing" has been first introduced by Hill and Park to distinguish their 
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approach from earlier "block world" experiments. So far, the vision-based control or 

visual servoing has become one of the most significant and popular fields in robot 

control. There are several types of visual servoing depending on different 

classification methods. 

Based on the different position of camera, visual servoing systems can be 

classified into two types: eye-in-hand and eye-to-hand. In eye-in-hand systems, the 

camera is fixed in the robot end-effector and move together with the end-effector. The 

camera can only observe the target object. In eye-to-hand systems, the camera is fixed 

in the workspace and can obverse both the robot and target object. 

According to the different controllers, there are two architectures: dynamic 

look-and-move system and direct visual servo system. In the first type, there are two 

controllers. One is called visual controller which is used to control the velocity of the 

camera and the other one is the robot joint controller which is used to control the 

motors in the robot. In the second controller, there is no joint level controller. It means 

that the visual controller will directly calculate the joint inputs and use vision 

information to stabilize the robot. In real industries, the dynamic look-and-move 

system is much more popular than direct visual servo system. 
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Figure 1-2 Dynamic look-and-move system 

—&( \ Vision-based 
controller 

Robot 
Joint 

Motors 
Robot 

Vision System 

Figure 1-3 Direct visual servo system 

The third major classification of visual servoing system is position-based 

control and image-based control. In position-based visual servoing (PBVS), shown in 

Figure 1-4, the feedback is not image features but the estimated pose of target object 

with respect to the camera frame. This pose is obtained from image features. The 

relative direct position-based control was first proposed in [21]. The error of the initial 

position and the desired position is defined in the 3D Cartesian space. Therefore, the 

trajectory of end effector is controlled to be an approximately straight line in the 

Cartesian space. However, position-based control is a "model-based" method. It 
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required the perfect geometric model of the target object for pose estimation. Second, 

it needs high accuracy of camera calibration and hand-eye calibration. 

For the image-based visual servoing (IBVS), shown in Figure 1-5, the feedback 

is the errors of image features directly. It will be introduced in detail in Section 1.2.2. 

Furthermore, a hybrid system (HVS) combining PBVS and IBVS is also 

introduced in robot control field. The image features and the estimated pose of target 

object have been mixed to control the trajectories of end effector in both the Cartesian 

and image space. The most well-known hybrid method is 2-1/2-D method [11]. The 

system block diagram is shown in Figure 1-6. The 2-1/2-D method combined the 

advantages of position-based control and image-based control, including "model-free". 

The advantages of the method are that the trajectories of end effector in both the 

Cartesian and image space are simultaneously straight lines. Nevertheless, there are 

some shortcomings for hybrid system. First, it is necessary to find at least 4 and 8 

different feature points for a planar and non-coplanar target object respectively. 

Second, it also requires partial post estimation. Third, it still needs to consider the 

image boundary and robot singularity. 
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Figure 1-4 Block diagram of PBVS 
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Figure 1-5 Block diagram of IBVS 
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Figure 1-6 Block diagram of HVS (2-1/2-D method [11]) 

In summary, the classifications of visual servoing are shown in Table 1 -1: 

Table 1-1 Classification of visual servoing 

Methods for Classification 

Position of the camera 

The controller 

Class 

Eye-in-hand 

Eye-to-hand 

dynamic look-and-move 

direct visual servo 



Feedback error 

PBVS 

IBVS 

HVS 

Because most of the real industries use the Eye-in-hand dynamic 

look-and-move, in this thesis, we will focus on this kind of visual servoing system. 

Moreover, since the IBVS does not need the post estimation, we will choose IBVS 

system to do our research. 

1.2.2 Background of image-based visual servoing (IBVS) 

As described above, the feedback signal of the IBVS comes from the image 

features errors directly. Assume that 5 is a vector of image features and sd 

represents the desired image futures. The task of the IBVS is to drive the error 

7 = sd -s to zero, which implies that the pose of robot end-effector with respect to 

the target object is also controlled indirectly. Therefore, when the error of image 

features goes to zero, the error of robot kinematic also approaches to zero. Comparing 

with position-based visual servoing (PBVS), the advantages of IBVS are obvious. 

First, it is a "model-free" method [3]. It does not require the model of target 

object. Second, the IBVS is robust to camera model errors [4]. It is not sensitive to the 

camera calibration error. Third, in image plane, the trajectories of image features are 

controlled approximately straight lines [5]. It means that, the trajectories of image 

features will not go beyond the image boundary during the whole operation if both the 

initial and desired features are set within the field of view (FOV). 
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However, IBVS also has some drawbacks. First of all, since the control law is 

almost based in the image plane, even though the trajectories of image features are 

merely the straight lines, the trajectories of end effector in Cartesian space are not 

straight lines. Besides, there might be image singularities in the Jacobian matrix. The 

controller of the IBVS contains the mapping between velocities in image space and in 

robot space. This mapping is embodied in the image Jacobian matrix. Any 

singularities or poor conditions in the image Jacobian matrix may lead to potential 

failure of visual servoing. Meanwhile, because of the nonlinearity and singularities of 

the image Jacobian matrix, the image local minima which were first introduced by F. 

Chaumette [5] will also lead to the servoing failure. In order to conquer these 

disadvantages and apply the IBVS in more and more fields, many methods and 

algorithms have been proposed. Cowan and Knditschek [9] gave a global stabilizing 

algorithm for a planar camera motion. Koichi Hashimoto and Toshiro Moritsugu [10] 

proposed a potential switching scheme to avoid the image local minima. To solve the 

problem of trajectories in image space and Cartesian space, Chaumette and Malis et al. 

[11] proposed a 2-1/2-D visual servoing. The main idea of this method is to consider 

both the image features and the camera orientation parameters in the controller. In 

[15], stereo vision was introduced into the IBVS to calculate the exact image Jacobian 

matrix. In [12] [49], a new partitioned approach to the IBVS is proposed to solve the 

indirect and seemingly contorted trajectories in Cartesian space. In this method, the 

z-axis rotational and translational components of the control were decoupled from the 

remaining degrees-of-freedom and the singularities have been avoided successfully. 
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In addition, the researchers never stop developing the IBVS in different fields. 

It was first applied to tracking a moving object by Koichi Hashimoto et al. [13]. The 

coordinates of points were expressed in a cylindrical coordinate system in [21] to 

improve the robot trajectory. In [14], a visual servoing scheme was proposed to align 

an airplane with respect to a runway. A linearized model of the airplane dynamics and 

decoupled visual features were designed to build the control scheme. Recently, the 

application of the IBVS has been further extended widely. In [50], IBVS has been 

used in the parallel robot. IBVS has also been combined with fuzzy neural networks 

in [51]. 

1.2.3 Background of image features extraction 

An image feature is generally defined as any measurable relationship in an 

image. From the background of the IBVS introduced above, it can be found out that 

the image features are used not only to indicate the relative pose of the end-effector 

with respect to target object, but also to generate the feedback signal of the whole 

visual servoing system. In this case, it is significant to determine a proper set of image 

features to obtain an optimal behavior of the system. In the past, the geometric 

features such as points, segments or straight lines [1] are usually chosen as the image 

features and utilized as the inputs of controllers. This kind of image features is very 

easy to be detected. However, it can only be applied to some limited objects. Also, it 
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is very easy for these features to be lost during the IBVS operation. Let us take the 

rectangle object as an example and consider the four corners as the image features. 

During the process, one or two corner points might be covered by some unexpected 

objects such as human hands or some external objects. In this case, the number of 

image features and that of desired image features are no longer matching, which will 

lead to the servoing failure. In recently years, in order to apply the visual servoing 

technology to track complicated objects and enhance the robustness, several novel 

features were adopted. For example, laser points [15, 37], the polar signature of an 

object contour [16], and, as in this paper, the image moments [17] are used as image 

features. 

Image moments have been widely used in computer vision for long time, 

especially in pattern recognition and 3D reconstruction. They can be easily calculated 

from a binary image. If some part of target object has been covered, it might affect the 

accuracy of the result but will not lead to the failure directly. Furthermore, if 

redundant image features points are used, the potential problem may occur [5] while 

using image moments as the image features can avoid this problem. According to the 

definition and properties of image moments, low order image moments can represent 

the object in the image, for example, the area, the centroid coordinates, the orientation 

of principal axes, the radii of gyration, projection skewness and so on [18]. Besides, 

image moments also have some properties called moment invariance. These 

invariants are composed of moments and invariant with respect to the change of scale, 

position and orientation. The most famous invariants are Hu's invariants [19]. They 
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were derived by M. K. Hu who performed the first significant work of considering 

moments for pattern recognition. In IBVS, the moment invariants also play an 

important role. The invariant property allows the image features composed of 

invariant to stay the same during 3D translation and 2D rotation, which helps a lot in 

motion decouple and construction of the control. Based on this theory, the moment 

invariants can be chosen as effective features [17], [20]. 

1.2.4 Background of image pre-processing for visual servoing 

In visual servoing, all the image features are extracted from the image taken by 

the camera. Therefore, the quality of the image will affect the accuracy or even the 

success of visual servoing system. In the real industrial environment, the good 

illumination cannot be guaranteed. Also, sometimes, the dust and speckles in the field 

of view (FOV) will influence the features extract algorithm to obtain the correct 

features. In order to overcome these problems, image pre-processing is required 

before the image features extraction in the visual servoing system. A method for 

removing variation in illuminations was introduced in [24], but it only works when 

the image foreground is lighter than the background. In [25], this method has been 

extended to deal with the lighter background situation. In this algorithm, a parameter 

k was determined to obtain the optimal result and the average grayscale intensity of 

image was considered. However, it failed when the illumination was uneven. 
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1.3 Motivation and Contribution 

As mentioned above, choosing a proper set of image features is significant for 

the system performance. Although image moments have already been used in IBVS 

and the moments which represent the area, centroid and orientation respectively work 

very well, there are still some features that are need to be improved. In [17], the 

features that were used for controlling the rotation are derived from Hu's invariants. 

However, since these features have high orders, they are very sensitive to the noise. In 

addition, by testing these two features used in [17], the results show that they can only 

represent the correct pose for few objects. It means that, for many other objects, these 

two features cannot show the accurate rotation of the object around X axis and Y axis. 

Meanwhile, a new set of image features are defined in [20] based on the invariants 

from [22]. After combining the invariants, the authors choose 10 new features and two 

of them are used for the control input. Although a special error has been defined and a 

function of the special error is proposed to choose the appropriate features, how to 

choose the proper two features which represent the pose of object efficiently is still a 

complicate and time-consuming work. Moreover, if the target object has been 

changed, the designer has to recalculate the -error and function value, and then 

re-choose the two features. In this case, a set of simple image features which can 

represent the pose correctly and do not need to change for different objects, are the 

major challenge for visual servoing. 
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Besides the choice of image features, there is another key issue which influence 

the performance of system. It is the depth estimation. A number of methods have been 

proposed to solve the depth estimation problem in visual servoing. The classical one 

is proposed by C. C. W. Hulls in 1996 [23], which uses the standard computer vision 

technique. In [24], an EKF-based online depth estimation method has been presented. 

Furthermore, one can assume that the depth is constant and set the value before 

starting the visual servoing. However, if the motion of camera is not parallel to the 

target object, this method will fail. To simplify the complexity of depth estimation, a 

novel method based on homogenous transformation will be proposed in this thesis. 

To summarize, the research contribution includes four parts which will be 

presented as follow: 

1. An improved image pre-processing algorithm has been introduced 

before image features extraction step to improve the image taken by 

eye-in-hand camera. Since the unexpected noisy and bad illumination 

will affect the accuracy of image features extraction, the image 

pre-processing algorithm can increase the veracity of image features 

by accommodating the illumination condition and removing the dust 

and speckles. The improved algorithm has been demonstrated in 

Matlab to preprocess the images with different initial conditions. 

2. An ameliorative IBVS algorithm using image moments as the image 

features has been proposed. A new set of image moments have been 

chosen to control the rotation of the camera. They can not only 
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represent the pose of target object rightly, but also can be applied to 

represent the objects with different shapes. The proposed algorithm has 

been simulated in Matlab/Simulink and the derivation of image 

Jacobian matrix is provided. 

3. A novel depth estimation method has been introduced. It is derived 

from the homogeneous transformation matrices between the robot 

frame (world frame) and the camera frame. Compared to other depth 

estimation methods, this method is very simple and easy to compute. 

The method has been implemented in Matlab/Simulink and simulation 

results show that the approximate depth can be estimated correctly and 

efficiently. 

4. In order to decouple the obtained Jacobian matrix for controlling the 

motion of camera with individual image features, a four-stage control 

algorithm for visual servoing has been designed. The control of 2D 

rotation and other moments including area, centroid and orientation 

has been decoupled. 

1.4 Thesis organization 

This thesis is composed of six chapters. The general content for each chapter is 

introduced as follows: 
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Chapter 1: introduces the background and basic concept of visual servoing and 

reviews the previous works. Also, the motivation and contribution of the research 

have been presented. 

Chapter 2: introduces the background of morphological image processing. In 

this part, the basic ideas of morphological operations including gray-scale erosion, 

dilation, opening and closing have been explained. An image pre-processing 

algorithm is proposed. Also, the test results are provided. 

Chapter3: Introduces the method of extracting the image features from the 

image. The definition of image moments will be given. After choosing the proper set 

of image features, the derivation of image Jacobian matrix is provided. Moreover, the 

method of depth estimation is showed in this chapter. 

Chapter 4: The traditional IBVS system will be introduced first. Then, the four 

stages sequence control. The details of control system design will be explained step 

by step. 

In Chapter 5: The simulation results for different poses and shapes will be 

shown. The analyses and comparisons will also be given. 

Chapter 6: Conclusions and future works will be provided. 

1.5 Summary 

In this chapter, the basic background of visual servoing has been introduced, 

including the fields of applications and classifications. Specially, the background of 

IBVS has been addressed, including the advantage, the disadvantage and the previous 
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progress. Besides, the background and previous work of image features extraction and 

image pre-processing have been indicated. The motivation and contribution of the 

research have been presented. In the end, the organization of this thesis is described. 
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CHAPTER 2 MORPHOLOGICAL IMAGE PROCESSING 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the background of morphological image processing is 

introduced. The definitions of basic morphological operations including gray-scale 

erosion, dilation, opening and closing are explained first. In order to improve the 

quality of images which is used to extract image features, a novel method of 

pre-processing will be proposed in this chapter. After applying the proposed image 

processing algorithm, it is shown that the illumination condition of the image will be 

improved significantly and the unexpected sparkles and dirt will be removed 

effectively. The simulation results of proposed method will be provided under various 

circumstances. 

2.2 Background of morphological image processing 

In biology field, morphology is the study of form and structure in both plants 

and animals. In the image processing domain, mathematical morphology refers to a 

branch of nonlinear image processing and analysis geometric structure within an 

image [24]. The mathematical morphology which is based on set theory, lattice theory, 

topology, and random functions was originally developed by Georges Matheron and 

Jean Serra in 1964 [26]. At first, the mathematical morphology was applied to the 
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binary image. Later, from mid-1970s, it has been extended to grayscale image. In this 

thesis, the grayscale morphological operations will be utilized. 

In grayscale morphology, the image is considered as a function / which is a 

function mapping an Euclidean space or grid E into 9? u {co,-oo} where 9? is a set 

of real numbers. The basic idea of morphology is to probe the image with a 

structuring element which is also a function defined as g , and draw conclusions on 

how the element fits or misses the shapes in the image. 

2.2.1 Gray-scale dilation and erosion 

Before go through the details of the image pre-processing algorithm, some 

basic morphological operations will be introduced first. It should be noticed that in 

this chapter, the operations "+", "-", "*" and "/" represent the regular addition, 

subtraction, multiplication and division respectively. Denote a gray-scale image in a 

Euclidean space or an integer grid as / and the structuring function as g(x, y). 

• Dilation 

The grayscale dilation of I(x, y) by g is given by [47] 

(I © g)(s,t) = max{/(s -x,t-y) + g(x,y) \ (s-x,t-y) c D,,(x,y) c Dg] 

(2.1) 

where the " © " denotes the dilation operation and D,, Dg denote the domains of 

function I(x,y) and g(x,y) respectively. 
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There are two possible results of the dilation operation. First, if all values in 

structuring element are positive, the output image will become lighter than the 

original one. Second, if the sizes of dark details in original image are smaller than the 

structuring element, these details will be weakened or removed. 

Erosion 

The grayscale erosion of I(x, y) by g is given by [47] 

(IOg)(s,t) = mm{I(s + x,t + y) -g(x,y) | (s + x,t + y) c D,,{x,y) c Dg) 

(2.2) 

where the symbol " 0 " denotes the erosion operation and D, , Dg denote the 

domains of function I(x,y) and g(x,y) respectively. 

There are also two possible results of the erosion operation. First, if all values in 

structuring element are positive, the output image will become darker than the 

original one. Second, if the sizes of light details in original image are smaller than the 

structuring element, these details will be weakened or removed. 

The effects of dilation and erosion are shown as follows by considering / as a 

1-D function: 

(a) image function / (b) structuring element g 
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(c) the result of dilation (d) the result of erosion 

Figure 2-1 Dilation and erosion [24] 

2.2.2 Gray-scale opening and closing [47] 

• Opening operation (o) 

The grayscale opening operations of / by g is given by 

/ ° g = ( / 0 g ) 0 g (2.3) 

The main idea of opening operation is to remove the small light details and 

reduce the brightness in the first erosion step, then, resume the brightness in the 

second dilation step. 

• Closing operation (•) 

The grayscale closing operations of / by g is given by 

/ • g = ( / e g ) 0 g (2.4) 

The main idea of closing operation is to remove the small dark details and 

increase the brightness in the first dilation step, then, resume the brightness in the 

second erosion step. 
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2.3 Proposed Image Pre-processing Algorithm 

The well-known Open Top-Hat Transform in morphological image processing 

defined as [47] 

T(I) = I-Iog (2.5) 

which is very useful to adjust uneven illumination. In the equation, the " o " is the 

opening operation. However, it can only solve the problem that the background is 

darker than the target object. However, in most visual servoing applications the 

background is lighter than the object. In order to deal with this situation, an improved 

method can be proposed as follow: 

• Step 1: Read in a RGB image taken by the camera and transform it into 

a gray-scale image. 

After obtaining the gray-scale image, the gray-scale morphological operations 

can be applied to enhance the image. 

• Step 2: Image Pre-processing part. 

In this step, gray-scale closing will be chosen as the image processing operator. 

Assuming I. represents the initial image andg represents the structuring element. 

If is the final image, which could be obtained by 

I,=k*(Ii+(Ii»g)) (2.6) 

where " • " is closing operation, k is a proportional gain and g is chosen as a disk 

with radius of 10. In order to choose the proper A:, a lot of tests have been done. The 

results showed that with the increase of A:, the gray-value of each pixel becomes larger 
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and the final image becomes brighter, which is easier for the subsequent segmentation. 

However, accordingly, the target object in If becomes smaller. Figure 2-2 shows 

the initial image where there is a rectangle target object. Figures 2-3, 2-4 and 2-5 

show the final images with different k. 
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Figure 2-2 The initial image 
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Figure 2-3 Result with k=l 
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Figure 2-4 Result with k=10 
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Figure 2-5 Result with k=15 

Finally, the following equation has been summarized by experience: 

If=^*(Ii+(Ii'g)) (2.7) 

where Imean is the average grayscale value of the all the pixels of initial image 7 ;. If 

the initial image is dark, the value of Imean will be small. Then the gain k will be 

large enough to enhance the image. In the other hand, if the initial image is bright 

enough, the k will stay small so that the shape of object will be maintained 

correctly. 

Step 3: Segmentation 

A single threshold method called "Otsu's method [27]" has been utilized: 

If consider / as the initial threshold which will divides the image into two 

parts, background and object. Assume Wb is the proportion of background in the 
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image and Wo presents the proportion of object in the image. Ub and U0 are 

mean gray values of background and object. U = Wb*Ub+Wo*U0 is the mean gray 

value for the whole image. At the same time, according to the definition of expected 

value, U is the expected value of Ub andU0. Notice that Wb, W0, Ub, U0 and 

U are all the functions of t. 

Meanwhile, according to the definition of variance, 

n = E((X-E(X))2) (2.8) 

where E(X) is the expected value of X. 

The between-class variance for the whole image should be 

Q = Wo*(U0 -U)2+Wb*(Ub -Uf (2.9) 

When Q goes bigger, it means the difference between background and object 

becomes bigger. 

The main idea of Otsu's method is that changing t from 0 to 255 and 

calculating the values of Q for each t . Find out the largest Q , then the 

corresponding t is the desired segmentation threshold. 

• Step 4: Remove speckles caused by segmentation by using closing 

operation. 

After the image processing, the final image can be used to extract the image 

features effectively and correctly, which will be described in detail in Chapter 3. 

2.4 Simulation results 

The proposed image pre-processing algorithm has been tested under three 
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circumstances. 

1. In the real industrial environment, the workspace might always be affected by 

unexpected dust or dirt. The followings test show whether the proposed algorithm 

could remove speckles under good illumination condition. 

As shown below, Figure 2-6 is the initial image in which there are a lot of 

speckles and dirt spots. Figure 2-7 shows the temporary result by the end of Step 2. It 

is clear to notice that the unexpected spots have been totally removed. After that, in 

Figure 2-8, the image has been segmented into a binary image which is perfect for 

extracting image features. 

Figure 2-6 The initial image with unexpected 
speckles 
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Figure 2-7 The image obtained after step 2-pre-processing 
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Figure 2-8 The final image 
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2. In this test, the illumination in work environment is not good enough. The obtained 

images may be too dark to be utilized to extract the image features directly. The 

following figures show the result of enhancing the bad illumination. 

In the initial image which is shown in Figure 2-9, the illumination is very weak and 

it is difficult to figure out the exact position and shape of the target object. Figure 2-10 

shows the result after step 2. At this time, the image has been improved and the object 

is much clearer. In the final image shown in Figure 2-11, the image has been segmented 

into a binary image in which the target object is displayed clearly. 

Fngmre 2-9 The nmMal image wMln bad nMnammfiimaittScDim 
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Figure 2-10 The image obtained after step 2-pre-processing 
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Figure 2-11 The final image 
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3. Besides the bad illumination condition, the uneven illumination could affect the 

visual servoing result too. The results of balancing uneven illumination are shown as 

follows. In this test, the proposed algorithm has been compared with another 

algorithm described in [25]. The superiority of the proposed algorithm is obvious. 

In Figure 2-12, the initial image is under the uneven illumination. The light 

source locates in the top right corner of the image, which causes that the partial image 

is partial dark and partial light. The result shown in Figure 2-13 uses the method 

mentioned in [25]. The segmented binary image not only has the target object, but 

also includes the dark background. It is obvious that the method used in [25] cannot 

balance the illumination successfully. Figure 2-14 shows the result using the proposed 

algorithm. The illumination has been balanced, and only the target object has been left 

in the segmented image. Therefore, the proposed image process algorithm performs 

better that the method used in [25], and the final image of proposed algorithm can be 

used for abstracting the correct image features. 
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Figure 2-12 The initial image with uneven illumination 
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Figure 2-13 Result with use the algorithm proposed in [25] 
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Figure 2-14 The final image by using proposed method 

Based on the simulation results shown above, it can be concluded that the 

proposed image pre-processing method for visual servoing can work effectively. After 

removing the speckles and adjusting the illumination, the images can be applied to 

visual servoing. 

2.5 Summary 

In this chapter, an improved method of image pre-processing for visual 

servoing has been introduced. By utilizing this method, the illumination condition of 

image can be en ameliorated and the uneven illumination has been adjusted. 

Furthermore, the unexpected dirt and speckles can be removed effectively. After the 
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image pre-processing, the image is ready to be used to extract the image features 

efficiently. 
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CHAPTER 3 IMAGE FEATURES EXTRACTION 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, six image features for IBVS will be chosen from the image 

moments to control the velocity in each dimension. In order to indicate the 

relationship between the velocity of image features in image frame and the motion of 

camera (end-effector) in the camera (end-effector) frame, the Jacobian matrix will be 

defined. The derivation of the Jacobian matrix based on the image moments will also 

be given. In addition, another significant parameter in the Jacobian matrix, the depth, 

will be estimated. A simple algorithm based on homogeneous transformation between 

different frames for estimating depth will be also proposed. 

3.2 Image moments 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, in traditional IBVS, the image features are always 

chosen as the corners or the special points of target object. The points are very 

convenient to be detected. However, it may lead to the system failure if one or more 

features are covered by unexpected object, such as human hands or wastepaper. For 

example, the surface of the target object is a rectangle and the expected image features 

are chosen as the four corners. During the visual servoing, if a corner has been 

covered by some wastepaper, the number of the image features calculated by the 
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traditional method will become five. Because the number of the image features 

associated with the desired position taught before is only four, the whole system will 

fail directly due to the mismatch between the number of desired and detected image 

features. Furthermore, if some part of the object has been located out of the field of 

view, the mismatch will also happen, which will cause the system to fail too. 

(a) expected (b) covered by wastepaper 

Figure 3-1 The image features in traditional IBVS of regular and irregular 
situations 

Besides the mismatch problem, the traditional image features can only apply on 

very limited shape of the target object which has enough corners. Let us take the date 

core shape as the example. In traditional way, only the two acmes could be chosen as 

the image features. If the object rotates around the x axis, the locations of these two 

image features will not change. Actually, the pose of the whole object has been 

changed. It means that only the two acmes can not represent the correct pose of the 

whole object. 

In order to stabilize the visual servoing system and extend the type of target 

objects, image moments have been introduced for image feature extraction in the 

visual servoing [17], [29]. 
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3.2.1 Background of image moments 

Normally, the moment describes the numeric quantities at some distance from a 

reference point or axis. For a image with a density distribution function l{x,y), where 

x and y are the coordinates in image frame, the two-dimensional geometric 

moment, mij, of order i + j is defined by [ 18] 

CO CO 

mtJ. = j \x' yJI(x,y)dxdy (3.1) 

In order to describe the distribution of image with respect to its centroid, the 

central moments, / / , of order i + j is also given as follows: 

CO CO 

M0. = J j(x - xg)'(y - yg )JI(x,y)dxdy (3.2) 
—CO—CO 

where (xg ,yg)
T is the coordinate of centroid in image frame. 

As mentioned in [18], the low-order moments have their own properties which 

can denote the geometric characteristics of target object in image. 

• Zero-th order moments [18]: 

The definition of zero-th order moment, m00, of distribution function I(x, y) 

co co 

m00 = I \l(x,y)dxdy (3.3) 
- co—co 

represents the total mass or the area of the given image. If the image is binary, the 

zero-th order moment indicates the area of the target object in the image. 

• First order moments: 

The two first order moments, {m]0,m0l}, are usually used to calculate the 

position of centroid of given image. They can be defined as [18] 
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m 
x„ = 

10 

m°° (3.4) 

' S "ho 

where m00 * 0. If the image is binary, the first order moments indicate the location of 

the target object's centroid in the image. 

• Second order moments: 

The second order moments are used to determine the principal axis of the object. 

The orientation angle of principal axis can be defined as [18] 

a = - a r c t a n ( ^ ^ — ) (3.5) 
2 M20 " / " 0 2 

If /J20 - fi02 = 0, the orientation angle will depend on the value of //,,. If 

/ / n > 0 , a will be ; r /4 . I f / / , , = 0 , a will be 0. Otherwise, a will be -nIA 

[18]. If the image is binary, the second order moment indicates the orientation of the 

target object in the image. 

Besides the above mentioned three types of low-order moments , some other 

moments have their own geometric meanings: the third moments represent the 

projection skewness and the fourth moments relate to projection kurtosis. 

Image moments not only can show the position or orientation of object, but also 

have some very useful properties. One of the most famous properties is invariance. 

According to Hu's invariance theory, some image moments called Hu's invariants 

(which are listed in the appendix A) are invariant to object scale change, position 

change or even orientation change. Based on this property, the invariant moments 

could be chosen as the image features and used to decouple the camera motions. 
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3.2.2 Choose the proper image features 

In order to adjust and control the 6 DOF of camera, at least six image features 

should be chosen. 

First of all, as mentioned before, since the low-order image moments can 

represent the geometric characters of the object perfectly, the image moment which 

represents to object's size, coordinate of centroid (on x axis and y axis respectively) 

and orientation angle respectively are chosen as the first four image features. 

The rest two features, in some works [29], have been chosen as the well-known 

skewnesss. Moreover, to obtain the better decoupled behaviour, the invariant moments 

have been utilized in [17] where four image features (two sets) have been proposed. 

However, after the test and simulation, it shows that the first two image features used 

in [17] cannot represent the pose of object correctly all the time. And the other two 

features are very complicate and are of 4th orders. Since it is better to use moments of 

orders as low as possible to reduce the sensitivity of the control scheme to image 

noise, a better set of invariant which can tell the right pose of object and has lower 

order is introduced. 

From the form of Hu's invariants, we choose two of them: 

j M2=(Mw -M02)
2+W (refer to appendix A). 

[Mi =(//30 -3 / / ] 2 ) 2 +(3//21 -Mmf 
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For a given target object, no matter how the central moments ntj change, 

M2 and M3 will stay the same. Recall the Pythagorean trigonometric identity: 

sin2 6 + cos2 9 = 1. It give us an inspiration to derivate the novel image features. 

Denote 
C\ ^20 Mo2 S\ ^M\ M-. = s.2 +c.2 

, so that < . Assume 
[c2 - y"o3 -3y"2i «2 = y"3o -3/^.2 \M3=s2+c2 

the temporary image features are s(l+2) and c()+2). In order to make these two image 

features invariant to the 2D rotation and 3D translation at the same time, another 

parameter A/, = //20 + //02 will be added to construct the image features. 

In the end, the final improved set of features is 

sx =0.1-(c,c2 + sls2)/Ml* 
9 

S = (5,C2 - C , 5 2 ) / M , 4 
(3.6) 

Note that for large objects, the value of M, will increase and the values of the 

image features sx and s will be too small to be utilized for the visual servoing 

controller. Therefore, if the object is large, the parameter M, will be defined 

byM, = / / 2 0 - / / 0 2 . 

In order to compare the proposed image features with exit ones, Table 3-1 

indicates the errors of first two image features in [17], denoted by Px and P , and 

the errors of proposed image features in (3.6) with different poses for a normal 

rectangle object. 

Table 3-1 Comparison of Px, Py [17] and Sx, Sy 

0° 

Sx>Sy 

k = 0 

P*>Py [17] 

jePr =0 .15 

1 er, =0 
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-10° 

-20° 

-30° 

10° 

20° 

30° 

-10° 

-20° 

-30° 

f es =0.00573 

\eSy =-0.0001376 

J eSj = 0.006705 

je,v =0.0006178 

J es =0.01255 

\eSr = 0.0006929 

k = -0.005968 

| e s =0.0001572 

f eSr = -0.00687 

| e s = -0.0003059 

(eSx =-0.01057 

| e 5 = -0.000962 

k =0.0005613 

j e5 = 0.007008 

k = 0.0009638 

| eSy = 0.007273 

k =0.001228 

\eSy = 0.007638 

k = -0.00007224 

| eSr = -0.007383 

k = 0.0006995 

\eSr =-0.007901 

k =0.001063 

j e^ =-0.01053 

f eP =-0.004811 

| e P = -0.0004984 

J e, = -0.044955 

1e^ = -0.0005398 

fe^ =-0.09155 

je,, =-0.001494 

J e^ =-0.01208 

| e p =-0.0005154 

J eF = -0.03754 

\ep =-0.0005861 

J e^ = -0.0983 

]eP =-0.00157 

f e ^ =0.005713 

j e ^ =-0.001047 

J ePr = 0.04022 

\eK =-0.001166 

J e^ = 0.0866 

| e P = -0.002376 

J eP =0.0184 

je,, = -0.0009795 

J e^ = 0.04589 

K =-0.001305 

J e^ = 0.08955 

L =-0.00241 

Normally, to get the correct controller signal, the values of proper features 

should roughly change linearly with the linear change of object. For example, assume 

that when the object rotates 30 degrees around x axis and the error of the image 

feature relating to the rotation around x axis is A. Then if this object has rotated 
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around x axis by -30 degrees, the sign of A should be changed as well to generate the 

visual servoing control signal with an opposite sign to drive the robot moving to a 

desired position. Referring to Table 3-1, it is clear that for the different pose, the 

proposed image features sx and s can represent the pose correctly. For example, 

the object rotates around x by 20 degrees and the error of sx will be 0.006705. If the 

object increases the rotation angle to 30 degrees, the error will also increase to 

0.01255. Moreover, the features sx and s can represent the pose around x and y 

axes respectively. That is, sx is independent from to and s is independent 

from tox. However, for the features Px and P chosen in [17], they cannot represent 

the correct pose. For instance, if the object rotates around x axis by 30 degrees, the 

error of Px will be -0.09155. Nevertheless, if the rotation angle has been changed to 

-30 degrees, the error of Px will be -0.0983 which is still negative. Therefore, the 

features Px and P cannot create the effective visual servoing control signals. 

Based on the tests, the results show that the proposed image features can 

overcome the shortcomings of traditional ones and represent the object pose correctly. 

3.2.3 Derivation of Jacobian Matrix 

As discussed above, the six image features have been determined. However, 

how to describe the relationship between these features and the motion of the camera 

becomes the next main task. A briefly review of the establishment of the Jacobian 

matrix between the velocities of points in image frame and camera velocity will be 
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given first. Afterwards, the Jacobian matrix between the velocities of image moments 

in image frame and camera velocity will be derived. 

Fbbot Fbbot Bid Effector 

Figure 3-2 Basic IBVS frame 

Defining a point, CP = [X,Y,Z]T, in the camera frame, the corresponding 

projected point of CP in image frame is denoted by f = [u,v]T, where u and v 

are the pixel indices. 

The velocity of camera is defined as 

r = [cvc
 co)c-]

r =[vx vy v. <ox a>y coj 

The velocity of / is defined as 

/ = 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

According to [ 1 ], the velocity of the point CP is given by 

cP=cm xcP+cv 
c c 
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That is 

X = Zo)v -YCO:+VX 

Y = Xcox -Zcox + v 

Z = Yco, -Xco+v. 

(3.10) 

Object 

O 

Carter a 
Feference Frarre 

Canera 
Focus Length 

Figure 3-3 The perspective camera model 

In addition, based on the perspective projection, the relationship between CP 

and / can be written by 

X 

Y 
(3.11) 

where A is the focus length of camera. 

Substituting (3.11) into (3.10), the derivatives of the coordinates of CP in 

terms of parameters u,v is given by 

X = Zco co + v. 
' A - •' 

v uZ v 
Y = —G)x-Zcox+vy z 

Z = — (vo)r -uco„) + v, 
A x y -

(3.12) 

Taking derivative of both sides of (3.11), we obtain 
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\u = X zx-xz 

v = X 
ZY-YZ 

(3.13) 

Note that here u and v are the pixel indices. To change it into the image coordinate, 

by assuming the effective size of the pixel equals to 1, we have 

- 1 0 M 

0 - 1 v, 

_ 
0 

0_ 

u 

V 

1 

(3-14) 

where {x,y)T is the image coordinate for the point / and (u0,v0)
T is the pixel 

index of image center point. In this case, the coordinate of image center is(0,0) r. 

Combining (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14), one can obtain the result: 
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CO, 

(3.15) 

In (3.15), the matrix which indicates the relationship between the velocity of 

point in image frame and the motion of camera is called Jacobian matrix, denoted by 

image ' 

The relationship 

f = J r 
J image 

is used to create the visual servoing feedback controller. 

(3.16) 

In this thesis, the image moments other than points are chosen as the image 

features. In this case, the most significant task in visual servoing control is to derive 

the Jacobian matrix which indicates the relationship between the motion of the image 
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features (the image moments) and the velocity of camera. In [17], the result of 

required Jacobian matrix has already been provided. However, there is no derivation 

and demonstration in detail. In this thesis, the calculation of Jacobian matrix of the 

image moments will be discussed step by step as follows. 

According to the definition equation of geometric moment in (3.1), assume that 

R(t) represents the part of object projection in the image obtained by camera and 

C(t) is the contour of R(t), the alternative equation of (3.1) is given by 

m0• = \[ F(x, y)dxdy (3.17) 

where F(x,y) = x'y11{x,y). Note that only the function R{t) relates to the time / 

in mij. 

Referring to the definition of derivation, the derivative of m0 is: 

Am,, 

Al->0 A* 

where Am5 = m,y (t + At) - my (t) 

Then, one obtains 

am„ - i t F(x,y)dxdy- | [ F{x,y)dxdy 
1 J4t(t+&t) •'•R(0 

= \L/{x^y)dxdy 
R(() 

and 

(3-19) 

AR(t) = R(t + At)-R(t) (3.20) 
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Figure 3-4 Time variation of C(t) 

Referring to Figure 3-4, assume that this target object projects contour C(t) at 

time t and contour C(t + At) at time t + At. Specially, point A which locates on 

contour C(t) at time t will move to point C on contour C(t + At) at time t + At. 

The region between C(t) and C(t + At) has been divided into N small regions. 

Assuming the coordinates of A and C are (x;., y t ) T and (x;. + Axt, yt + Ayt)
T 

respectively, where 1 < i < N. Denote Aai the area of each small region 

and<r = max {ACT,}. 
1</<A' 

According to the definition of "Definite Integration", Am,y can be obtained by 

A ^ = l i m 2 > ( w , ) ^ , (3.2i) 
CT->0 1=1 

Referring to Figure 3-4, with the increase of N, point A and point D will become 

closer and the shape of ABCD will become a rough triangle. In this case, the area of 

ABCD is 

ACT, =^4C*H- (3.22) 
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where AC = (Ax,, Ay.); n is the unitary vector normal to C(t) at point A; "*" is 

the inner product. 
Thus, 

Amy. = lim ]T F(x,, y,)(Ax,, Ay,.) * n 

According to the definition of "Contour Integration", 

m,.. = d F(x,y)xT *ndl 

and the Green's Theorem: 

JF*nds= j^(V*F)dA 

We can obtain that 

mij = \[(y*(F(x,y)xT))dxdy 

= J | [V * (F(x, y)x) V * (F(x, y)y)]lxdy 

fd(xF(x,y)) , d(yF(x,y)Y 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

+ ^ dx dy 

rr ,dF(x,y) . dx „ . . 

-)dxdy (3.26) 

dF(x,y) . dx ^^ A : dF(x,y) . i dy 

dx dx 
y + --F(x,y))dxdy 

dy dy 

« < • 

dF(x,y) . 5F(x,y) . dx dy 
x + — ^ ^ y + F(x,y)(^ + ^))dxdy 

dx dy dx dy 

Recall the equation (3.15). The traditional Jacobian matrix can be written as 

X x xy x +X 
x = - —v + —v + —<w co +y&>, 

x z A x * y s z 
Z Z A A 

X y y2 + A2 xy 
y = v + —v + - ft),—— <y, , -x<y . 
y A X X " 

(3.27) 

z z 

Thus, the following equations are obtained by 

dx I y 2x 
— = - v. + — cox co 
dx z ' A X 
dy 1 2y x 
— = - v . + -L-cox cov 

X x X ' 

(3.28) 

[dy z 

Since the final images applied in the visual seroving are binary, I(x, y) equals 

1 within the region R. So F(x,y) = x'yJ and 

dx 
dF^^-Jx'y^ 

(3.29) 

dy 
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Substituting (3.27), (3.28) and (3.29) into (3.26), the Jacobian matrix of 

geometric image moment related to camera velocity can be obtained as: 

™u = J
m,/ (3.30) 

where 

Jn,iJ=[mv, mvy ™v: W « ™ coy mor. J 

m.. 

m„ 

.X 
-i — m 

Z 
.X 

i-i.j 

i + j + 2 
mv. =—Y~m'J 

i + j + 3 .. 
m~ = " i j t i + A j - i 

(3.31) 

cay 

X 
i + j + 3 

mi+]j-iXmMJ 

mo, = ™,-lJ+l - JmMJ-\ 

By obtaining the general form of the Jacobian matrix for geometric moments, 

the Jacobian matrix for the first three image features can be calculated as follows. 

For the area of object mm, / = j = 0, it is, 

J. 0 0 m oo X mn X -m„ (3.32) 

For the coordinate of object's centroid x and y : 

Denote G = (x ,y)T the centroid of object, where x =—— and 
woo 

mn ys=-
mn 

By taking the derivative of x and y , 

x„ = (m l 0 -x 2w 0 0 ) 
m oo 

yg = (m0l-y mK) 
™oo 

(3.33) 
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we obtain, 

•Ave ~ W m l O X g " ; i i O o ) 

(3.34) 

J. 
in 

"Wr»01 yg^mOo) 
00 

That is, 

J,. 

J . 

A 0 *g 4 w . i 3 x ^ s 
Z Amn A 

4™20 . A + 3x, 

Am 

0 
Z Z Am 

4 ^ 0 2 + / l _ ^ 

oo 

4m, 
Am, oo 

3 * ^ 

/I 

y* 

(3.35) 

Similarly, for the central moments //jy, we have F(x, y) = (x - xg)' (y - yg)^. 

Take the partial derivative of F(x, y) with respect to x and y, one obtains 

dF(x,y) 

dx 
dF(x,y) 

= i(X-XJ-\y-yV 

dy 
••j(x-xK)'(y-y.) j-i 

(3.36) 

Referring to (3.26), we have 

Ui} = \[(i{x-xgr\y-ygy{x-xg) + j{x-xgy(y-ygy-\y-yg)\ 

+ (x-xgy(y-yg)
J(~ + ~))dxdy (3.37) 

g dx dy 

Considering (3.28), (3.35) and (3.37), we obtain 

Ma=JMr (3-38) 

where 

JM = k* Mvy r*vz Max Mwy r^coz. 
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M„=0 

Mv = 0 
i+ j + 2 

i + j + 3 .x„ , „ v. 

Am00 A Amm A 

M** = J Mi+K, ~ i -j MM,j-t +(2i + j + 3)~^ MlJ 

2 

Amm A Am00 A 

Mm = iMi-u+i ~ J'MMJ-I 

Since the general form of Jacobian matrix for central moments has been obtained, 

the exact Jacobian matrix for the rest three image features can be calculated: 

• For the orientation angle a : 

Let A = //20 - ju02 and A = ——, The definition equation in (3.5) can be 
A 

written as, 

2 

By taking the derivative of both sides, we obtain 

« = -arc tan^ (3.40) 

d = A—- (3.41) 
2(1 + ^ 2 ) 

where 

• = 2 ^ , , 2/i,,A 

A A2 

Thus 

a = ̂ ^4 (3.42) 

and 
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J~ = 
A 2 + 4 ^ , 2 W„\\ -MuJ*) (3.43) 

where JA = Jfl20 - Jfl02: 

From (3.39), JuU, Ju2o
 an^ «̂02 can be calculated as follow: fi 02 

"* flU 0 0 - MUm /"nay MlO'Moi (3.44) 

where 

5 6 * g 771,, JfgJ 'g . .,, "*„, -^g x 

/ W = 7y"i2 + 7 Jg/",. + -f M02 -H-r1 V - K i " 4 ( T J ^ f-)/«io 
A A A Am00 A Am00 A 4 „ 

5 6 ' • • • • " - X - H , + ^ ^ - ^ K /W =—7^2.-TX
g>"ll-^^20+4( 

/L A A A77l00 A Amn 

J /i 20 0 0 t20ta>- A*20(a) 2/i, (3.46) 

where 

M2om=^M2i + 7 ygM2o+-rMu - 8 ( ~ V - K 
'00 

/" 20 ft?- 7 /"so " 7 *g/^2o + 8 ( 7 ^ r)/"io 
'00 

(3-47) 

• ' / / 02 0 0 " / W / W -2 / / , (3.48) 

where 

5 5 2j m x y 
/ W =—rMi2 -Tx

g^02 z-Mu + 8(- — )//0l 
A' " A A 

M20av - 7>"03 + 7*8^02 ~ °̂  
7?702 yg 

A 

Am K. 
00 

(3.49) 

• For the s, and s„: 

Taking the derivative of (3.6), we obtain, 
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(3.50) 

(3.51) 

9 9 . 1 3 
sx = ~{C\C2 + cxc2 + S\S2 +5| i2) /M,4 +—(C\C2 +s]s2)M] IM^ 

9 9 . 1 3 
s = (sjc2 +s]c2 -cts2 -c , i 2) /A/ ,4 — ( s t c 2 +cls2)M] /M] 4 

where 

i, =2//,, 

C\ ~ /^20 — >"o2 

C2 — ^03 ~ ~'tJ-2\ 

Thus, the Jacobian matrices for s r and s,. are, 

9 9 13 
J« =-(C2Jcl+ClJc2 + V „ +S]Js2)/Ml4 +-{C,C2 +S,S2)JM, /MtA 

9 9 13 
Jsy = (C2Jst + SiJc2 ~S2JcX -^J^IM'i ~ - ( j , C 2 + C,52 ) Ju, / M , 4 

where 

/ = 2 7 
" s i z"y,ull 

/ = / - 3 J 
"c l ~~ "'/(20 ~ Jp02 

J = / - 3 / 
* / c 2 "' / / (C J , /

; u 2 1 

and the Jacobian matrix for central moment J can be obtained from (3.39). 

To summarize, the relationship between the motion of image moments and the 

velocity of camera has been obtained. 

3.3 Depth estimation 

In the Jacobain matrix, the parameters are moments and the depth Z . The 

moments can be calculated from the image directly. However, the depth Z cannot 

be measured directly. In this case, the depth Z should be estimated. In this thesis, a 

simple method based on homogenous transformation among different frames has been 
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proposed. 

Totally, there are four frames in the whole system: world frame (robot-base 

frame), camera frame (end-effector frame), object frame and the image frame. In the 

proposed method, the homogenous transformation between the world frame and the 

camera frame has been utilized. The details are introduced as follows. 

Figure 3-5 shows the simple structure of visual servoing system. The dash line 

is the optical axis of camera, which intersects the X-Y plane of world frame at point P. 

Denote h as the height of camera origin O with respect to the world frame and Z is the 

distance from O to the point P measures along camera's optical axis. According to the 

definition of the depth, Z also represents the depth of the point P. Draw an imaginary 

perpendicular line from O to the XY-plan of the world frame. Denote the intersection 

point as A. Angle /? represents the angle between OA and OP. 

nage pi ane 

Carter a I ens 

beta' 

Qjt i cal axi s 
Z 

O t Y R a n e i n WSrld 
frane 

Figure 3-5 Depth estimation 

In visual servoing, the robot's forward kinematics "'// is assumed be known. 
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In this case, the coordinate of O with respect to the world frame can be obtained. 

Assume that the coordinate is wO = \x y z ]T and note that h = z,,. Then, the 

coordinate of A with respect to the world frame is WA = [xw yw 0 ] r . 

Since WH is known, the inverse kinematics matrix "'//"' is available. The 
c ' c 

coordinate of A with respect to the camera frame c A - [xc yc zc]
T can be 

obtained by eA=^HwA =("'/^)"' WA . 

Thus, according to the definition of cosine, in the camera frame, one has 

cos/? = ^ = = \ (3.52) 

Also, in the world frame, one has 

V*c
2 +yc

2 +zc
2 

z 
Combining (3.52) and (3.53), one obtains 

cos/? = - (3.53) 

/ 2 2 2 
h h-y x„ + y, + z 

Z = —^ = - ^ — (3.54) 
cos/? zc 

In this case, the depth of point P can be obtained. Based on this result, if the 

optical axis can be moved to the object centroid and then kept around there, the depth 

of the object centroid can be estimated successfully. Furthermore, if the object is 

small and thin enough, the depth of centroid can represent the depth of every point on 

the object. Therefore, the depth of the whole object is estimated. 

3.4 Summary 

In this chapter, six image features derived from image geometric and central 
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moments have been chosen. Also, the Jacobian matrices which indicate the 

relationship between the motion of selected image features and the velocity of camera 

have been derived. Furthermore, a simple method for the depth estimation has been 

proposed. The depth of object can be calculated simply, quickly and correctly. Based 

on these results, the visual servoing feedback control signal can be generated. 
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CHAPTER 4 IBVS WITH IMAGE MOMENTS 

4.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the improved image features have been 

chosen to create the visual servoing control signal. In this chapter, a sequence control 

algorithm of image based visual servoing using the image moments as the image 

features is proposed to improve the robustness of visual servoing system. 

4.2 Proposed sequence control algorithm 

In this work, the indirect IBVS has been adopted. It means that we just have to 

design the visual servoing controller other than the joint position controller. The block 

diagram of IBVS system is presented in Figure 4-1. The general form of visual 

servoing controller is 

u = -KJimage~
,s (4.1) 

where u is feedback controller, K is proportional gain and 7 the error of image 

features. 

In traditional IBVS, the image Jacobian matrix might become singular because 

of the pure 180 degrees rotation around the optical axis [48]. In such case, the corner 

points want to go to the desired position by straight lines, which will cause the camera 

move backward forever. In the proposed algorithm, the image features will be 
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extracted from the whole object directly. In this case, the singularity problem of image 

Jacobian matrix could be avoided. 

Extract 
desired 
image 

features 
-^o-M 
s., 

Vision-
based 

controller 

S Image 
features 

extraction 

Robot 
Joint 

Fbbot & 
Carrara 

Encoder 

Joint positi on feedback 

Image 
processing 

1 
1 

I rage 

Figure 4-1 Block diagram of proposed IBVS 

Before describing the details of the algorithm, the flow chart of the proposed 

IBVS algorithm is given in Figure 4-2. There are four stages of the proposed control 

algorithm. In each stage, different image features will be chosen and the error J and 

corresponding Jf will become different accordingly. 
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Teach the IBVS system 
with the desired pose 

manuallv 

Figure 4-2 Flow chart of the proposed IBVS algorithm 

Following are the details of the proposed IBVS algorithm. 
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Stage 1: Teaching stage 

Before the visual servoing process starts, we have to know the desired values of 

the image features. In this stage, as shown in Figure 4-1, the robot will be taught with 

the desired position of object manually in "Extract desired image features" block. 

Since the image is in the desired position, all the desired image features sd can be 

calculated and recorded as the reference for the calculation of the error ? . After this 

stage, the object could be located in any place in the FOV and then moved to the 

desired place by the end of visual servoing process. For the same object and the same 

desired pose, this stage is only needed to performed once. 

Stage 2: Move the optical axis to the object centroid (drive the 

object centroid to the center of FOV) 

In the depth estimation method mentioned above, the estimated depth of object 

centroid can be considered as the depth of whole object if the intersection point P can 

be fixed around the object centroid. Therefore, in order to obtain the depth for 

estimating the Jacobian matrix, the optical axis should be moved to the object centroid 

first. 

First of all, the object centroid has to be found out and labeled asG = (x ,y- ) r . 

Since three non-collinear points could define a plane, other two reference points 

which are imaginary will be introduced. Those two reference points are chosen 

as G, =(x + cont,yg +conl)
T and G2 = (x +con2,yg -con2)

T , where conx and 

con2 are constants. Consider G , G, and G2as the desired location and the desired 
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image features is sd2 = [xo y xg + conx y g + conx xg + con2 yg - con-, J in 

this stage. In the image, the optical point is the image center. Hence, choose the image 

center C = (0,0)r as the current location. Accordingly, choose two points, 

C, = {conx,conx)
T and C2 = (con2,-con2)

T, near the image center as the reference 

points. The current image feature in this stage 

iss c 2 =[0 0 coni con] con2 - con2 \ . Therefore, the error of image feature at 

this stage is 72 - sd2 - sc2. 

The control law at this stage is 

u2 - -K2J2 72 (4.2) 

where the Jacobian matrix J2 is calculated on-line by (3.15). 

At this stage, the current location is image center C = (0,0)T, and the depth 

information needed here is the depth of C. According to the depth estimation method 

described above, the depth Zc can be calculated by the method described before. 

Besides, since the other two reference points are very close to C, the depth Zc can 

also be treated as Z„, and Z , . 

Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3 show the initial image and the final image at this 

stage respectively. It is shown that the object has been moved to the center of FOV 

directly without changing any pose or size. 
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Figure 4-3 Initial position of Stage 2 
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Figure 4-4 Desired position of Stage 2 

In order to simplify and avoid adding unnecessary camera motion in Cartesian 
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space, only the translational movement is used at this stage. Equation (3.15) can be 

decomposed into two parts, translational part and rotational part [12]. 

J ' J " 
L image image 

Vy 

V, 

CO. 

(4.3) 

where 

J, 

J, 

A 
Z 

0 -

xy 

A 
A2 +x2 

A 

A X 

0 — 

z A y 

z z. 
A2 +x2 

A 
xy 
A 

y 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

Since the elements of the Jacobian matrix cannot be set to zero directly, a 

proper K2 has been chosen so that, 

K2J2 ~ \y 2-""2 ) — k2 J : o] (4.6) 

where "+" means the pseudo-inverses. 

Thus, the controller has become: 

u2 = -k2 J2 0\ ': (4.7) 

The switch law is described as: if the error norm of 72 falls below a threshold, 

the sequence controller will transfer from Stage 2 to Stage 3. 

The threshold is given as: 

Prf2 Ac2\ — Aihre2 (4.8) 

where slhre2 is the predetermined threshold value. 
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Since the threshold will affect the depth accuracy which relates to the whole 

system accuracy. The threshold should be chosen small enough. 

As soon as the error norm in Stage 2 falls below slhre2, based on the hypothesis 

mentioned before, the depth of optical point could be used as the depth of object. 

It should be mentioned that driving the object centroid to the center of FOV can 

also solve the problem that partial object is out of the FOV initially. In this case, at 

first the centroid of partial object inside the FOV is considered as the temporary 

desired position sd2. When the camera moves towards the object, the whole object 

will finally appear in the FOV. 

Stage 3: Adjust the rotation corresponding to cox and a>y 

By testing the image features chosen in Chapter 3, we found that if all the six 

image features mentioned in Chapter 3 are used at the same time to calculate the 

Jacobian matrix, the Jacobian matrix will not become triangular (the matrix is too 

complex to show here). That means some motion will couple with the others. In this 

case, the two image features sx and s which relate to the rotation cox and a>y 

are adjusted first in order to decouple the motions of 2D translation and 3D rotation, 

so that the Jacobian matrix becomes triangular and control algorithm is simplified. 

In this research, we assume that in the desired position, the image plane should 

be parallel to the surface of object. Sometimes, the target object is not parallel but has 

some rotation angles with respect to the work space plane (XY-plan of world frame). 

In this stage, the 3D rotation angle will be adjusted by camera's rotational motion. 
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While controlling the rotation, in order to obtain the correct depth information, the 

object centroid will also be controlled in the center of FOV by camera's 2D 

translational motion. 

When the image plane is parallel to the object surface, the image features will 

bes d = (sxd,syd)
T. Assume that in the current position, the values of sx and sy 

ares.ryc = (s,c,s}c Y>the e r r o r w i l 1 be(*,>"sy)
T = (sxd,syd)

T - (sxc,syc)
T. 

The control law is 

w3 = -K3J3~% (4.9) 

where S"3 =(x ,y ,7X,7 )Tand the Jacobian matrix J3 is calculated by (3.35) and 

(3.51). 
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Figure 4-5 Initial position of Stage 3 
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Figure 4-6 Desired position of Stage 3 

In Figure 4-4, it is assumed that the initial object has a rotational angle round 

the x axis in the object frame. Therefore, in the FOV, the object is no longer a 

rectangle but a trapezium. After adjustment, in the final image of Stage 3, the object is 

almost resumed to a rectangle in Figure 4-5. 

Because the pose and the centroid should be controlled at the same time, the 

time for execution might take long. In this stage, the Jacobian matrix is not calculated 

on-line but set as constant one which is calculated from the desired position. 

The switch law is described as: if the error norm of 7Z falls below a threshold, 

the sequence controller will transfer from Stage 3 to Stage 4. 

The threshold is given as: 

k 3 - ^ 3 ^ ^ 3 (4-10) 

where slhrei is the predetermined threshold value. 
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Stage 4: Adjust object's size and orientation 

At this stage, the control goal is to adjust the size and orientation of object. 

Because the image features sx and s are derived from invariant moments, they 

will stay as the same under the size change, orientation change or translational 

motions. Thus, they will not be changed during this stage. 

The control law is 

u4=-K4J4~% (4.11) 

where 74 = (3c ,y,a,a)Tand the Jacobian matrix J4 is calculated on-line by 

(3.32), (3.35) and (3.43). 

As shown in Figure 4-6, in the initial image, the object is small and the current 

orientation is 45 degrees while the desired one is 90 degrees. Referring to Figure 4-7, 

by the end of Stage 4, the camera has zoomed in and rotated around the optical axis. 

The final image features have reached the desired values. 

In order to increase the accuracy, the Jacobian matrix at this stage is estimated 

on-line. 

If the error norm falls below a predetermined threshold, 

\Sd4-Sc4\^S„,re4 " ( 4 1 2 ) 

where the slhre4 is the predetermined threshold value, it means all the image features 

have reached the desired value. The control goal has been achieved successfully and 

the whole system will be stopped. 
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Figure 4-7 Initial position of Stage 4 
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Figure 4-8 Desired position of Stage 4 
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4.3 Summary 

In this chapter, a sequence control algorithm has been proposed. The image 

features which are extracted from image moments have been introduced in the 

algorithm. The whole process includes four stages: teaching, move the optical axis to 

the object centroid, adjust the rotation corresponding to a>x and coy and adjust 

object's size and orientation. 

The basic structure and idea of the visual servoing controller are derived from 

the traditional IBVS, so the proposed algorithm inherits the advantages such as model 

free and robust to the calibration of camera. In addition, the singularity of image 

Jacobian matrix has been avoided. Besides, the problem that partial object locates out 

of FOV has been solved. 
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CHAPTER 5 SIMULATION RESULTES OF IBVS WITH 

IMAGE MOMOENTS 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the proposed IBVS using image moments as the image features 

will be simulated. The simulation results on tracking the object with several shapes 

will be presented. The tracking errors will be analyzed and the robustness of the 

proposed control algorithm will be tested as well. 

5.2 Simulation results of IBVS with image moments 

The proposed control algorithm has been simulated with Matlab/Simulink and 

Robotics Toolbox [30]. The robot model is adopted as Motoman UP J [31] and the 

camera model is Sony XC55 [32]. The camera reference frame is set to be coincident 

with the robot end effector frame. 

At first, the simulation will be accomplished with good camera calibration. 

Three shapes will be tested: rectangle, star shape and date core shape. After that, in 

the robustness test, the camera calibration error will be added into camera system. 

5.2.1 Results with ideal condition 

• Rectangular object 
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Two tasks with different initial poses for the rectangular object have been 

carried out. The desired and initial image features are shown as follows, 

Table 5-1 Desired value and initial value for task 1 

Image 

features 

X
g 

yg 

a (number 

of pixels) 

a (degrees) 

Sx 

Sy 

Desired value 

0 

0 

22800 

45 

0.1 

0 

Initial value 

in task 1 

-278.4 

-199.6 

5250 

0 

0.1187 

0.1655 

Initial 

Errors of 

task 1 

278.4 

199.6 

17550 

45 

-0.0187 

-0.1655 

Initial value 

in task 2 

-256.2 

-181.2 

7515 

-20 

0.2335 

0.3849 

Initial 

Errors of 

task 2 

256.2 

181.2 

15285 

65 

-0.1335 

-0.3849 

> Task 1 

In the initial position, the object is located in a corner of FOV. It does not 

have 2D rotation but rotates around y axis (with respect to object frame) by -30 

degrees. Figure 5-1 shows the initial image at the beginning of visual servoing process. 

It can be seen that the target object is in the left-top of FOV and is partially outside 

the FOV. 
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Figure 5-1 Initial image of task 1 

Referring to the algorithm described in Chapter 4, by the end of Stage 2, 

the object has been moved to the center of the FOV shown in Figure 5-2. Note that in 

all the tests in this thesis, the constants conx and con2 are chosen as 5 and 10 

pixels respectively. 

In the Stage 3, the image features sK and sy will be adjusted. 

Comparing Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3, the difference is shown clearly. In the former 

image, the object is nearly a trapezium while in the later one, it is almost a rectangle. 

It means that the camera has been adjusted to be parallel to the object. 
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Figure 5-3 Image of task 1 after 3 
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In Stage 4, the control focuses on the size and orientation. Figure 5-4 

shows the final image of the task 1. 
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Figure 5-4 Final image of task 1 

Figure 5-5 shows the errors of the task 1. The three stages are shown 

distinctly. At first, the line with plus sign and the line with stars which represent the 

errors of object's centroid xg and yg respectively decrease quickly. Meanwhile, after 

the whole object comes into the FOV, the area and orientation almost stay as the same. 

Since the object is not parallel to the image plane, the image features sx and s 

will change during Stage 2. Because the only thing considered in Stage 2 is the error 

of centroid, the change of sx and s will not affect the system performance. After 

the error of centroid is reduced under the threshold and the feedback control is 

switched to Stage 3, the image features, sx and s , will be adjusted. For the object 

only rotates around y axis. Only the image feature s which represents the post 
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around y axis is needed to be adjusted. Referring to Figure 5-5, sv (dash line) 

approaches to zero slowly and sx (solid line) is always zero. In the last stage, the 

size and orientation has been rectified. It is noticed that the centroid stays as the same 

for Stage 3 and Stage 4 and sx, s are not changed in Stage 4. 

moments errors 

Figure 5-5 Errors of image features of task 1 

> Task 2 

In the initial position, the object is located in a corner of FOV too. The 

difference from task 1 is that the object rotates around both y axis and z axis. 
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Figure 5-10 Errors of image features of task 2 

Comparing Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8, one may notice that the controller 

in Stage 3 has changed the trapezium into a rectangle without changing the orientation. 

Referring to Figure 5-10, the image features sx and s are both needed to be 

adjusted, since the object rotates around z axis and y axis in Euler angle style. 

• Star shape object (task 3) 

In order to demonstrate that this algorithm can also be applied to the 

shapes other than rectangle, two more shapes are chosen. The first one is the star 

shape and the other one is the date core shape. Following are the initial and desired 

values of image features. 
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Table 5-2 The desired and initial image feature values for task 3 

Image features 

x* 

ys 

a (number of 

pixels) 

a (degrees) 

Sx 

sy 

Desired value 

0 

0 

3000 

0 

0.1 

0 

Initial value in task 3 

-202.1 

-120.9 

1250 

0 

0.09186 

0.001379 

In task 3, the object surface is no long the rectangle but a star. It rotates 

around x axis by -30 degrees and the centroid, size and orientation are also required to 

be adjusted. 

Figure 5-11 shows the initial image of task 3 and Figure 5-12 is the final 

image. In Figure 5-13, the errors of all the six image features are displayed. It is 

demonstrated that all the errors have been controlled to converge zero gradually. It 

shows that even though the object is no longer a rectangle, the proposed algorithm 

still works effectively. 
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• Date core shape object (task 4) 

In task 4, the object is the date core shape. Initially, It rotates around x 

axis by 40 degrees. 

Table 5-3 The desired and initial image feature values for task 4 

Image features 

xs 

yg 

a (number of 

pixels) 

a (degrees) 

s. 

sy 

Desired value 

0 

0 

6000 

0 

0.097 

0.006 

Initial value for task 4 

-238.5 

-143.1 

3299 

0 

0.1129 

-0.003 

Figure 5-15 is the initial image of task 4. And the following figure shows 

the final result. Figure 5-17 is the error of the whole process. It can be seen that all the 

image feature errors have been controlled to zero, which means the algorithm is 

successful for this kind of shape. 
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5.2.2 Robustness test 

In order to test the robustness of system under the bad camera calibration, 5% 

error has been added to the focus length. The object and initial condition are the same 

as those in task 1. The initial and final images are shown in Figures 5-19 and 5-20. In 

Figure 5-21, the errors are displayed. Although the system needs longer time to 

process, it can still track the target object without being affected by the bad camera 

calibration. 
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Figure 5-15 Initial image of robustness test 
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Figure 5-20 Final image of robustness test 
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Figure 5-21 Errors of image features of robustness test 
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5.2.3 Comparison 

The reasons that we choose the more complicate image moments as the image 

features rather than using the point directly are stated in detail as follows: 

First of all, for the objects with enough corners (at least three), the corners can 

be considered as the image features. However, if the target objects do not have enough 

corners or even do not have any special point which can be detected as the image 

features, the point based method might not work anymore. Here we take task 4 as an 

example. For the point based method, the points which can be marked as the image 

features are the two acmes. If the object rotates around x axis, the position of these 

two acmes will not change but the whole object has been changed actually. In other 

words, these two acmes cannot fully represent the pose of object correctly. In contrast, 

as proved above in task 4, the moment based method can achieve the goal 

successfully. 

Another reason is that if partial object is covered by some unexpected things 

such as wastepaper as shown in Figure 3-1, the point based method will fail because 

the mismatch of the number of image features. However, if the image features are 

chosen from the image moment, there will only be some errors but will not cause 

system failure directly. Following are the images in two cases. The regular situation 

represents the normal working environment without any unexpected disturbance. The 

irregular shape means some part of target object has been covered. 
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Figure 5-16 Image in irregular situation 
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Table 5-4 shows the comparison of point based method and moment based 

method under both regular and irregular situations. 

Table 5-4 Comparison of point based method and moment based method 

sd : Desired values of 

image features 

scj: current values of 

image features in regular 

situation 

e,: Errors between sd 

and scl 

sc2: current values of 

image features in irregular 

situation 

e2: Errors between sd 

and scl 

Point-based method 

< 

• 

[-24.8,-122.5f 

[-122.1,-24.4]r 

[25.1.121.6]7" 

[I22.4,23.5]r 

[-274.04,-234.4f 

[-274.04.-153.33]7" 

[-152.4,-153.33^ 

[-152.4,-234.4f 

< 

• 

[249.24,111.9f 

[I51.9,128.93f 

[I77.5,274.93f 

[274.8,257.9f 

[-274.04,-234.4]r 

[-274.04.-153.33f 

[-152.4,-153.33f 

[-152.4,-234.4f 

[-249.38,-213.46f 

Numbers do not match 

FAILED 

Moment-based method 

< 

« 

0 

0 

28800 

0.1 

0 

45° 

-212.5 

-194.0 

10130 

0.1 

0 

°° 
212.5 

194.0 

18670 
< 

0 

0 

45° 
-211.8 

-189 

8990 

0.09778 

0.006142 

-4.027° 

211.8 

189 

19810 

0.00222 

-0.006142 

49.027° 
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From the table, it can be seen that if the Point-based method is adopted, the 

number of errors in regular situation is 8 (4 sets) while 10 (5 sets) in irregular 

situation. The system will not work because of the mismatching. In contrast, for the 

moment based method, although there exist some warps between e, and e2, the 

number of image features is matched and the system will work normally. 

On all accounts, the moment based method can deal with some problems that 

cannot be solved by point based method. Furthermore, the moment based method is 

more robust than the point based one. 

5.3 Summary 

In this chapter, the simulation results of image based visual servoing using the 

image moments have been given. Three object shapes and four tasks have been tested. 

The robustness tests and comparisons are also provided. The results show that the 

proposed control algorithm can achieve the visual servoing goal successfully. 

Moreover, the proposed control method is robust to the calibration error and 

outperforms the traditional point based visual servoing. 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the conclusion of the thesis from the previous chapters will be 

summarized. Furthermore, the possible extension and future work will be discussed. 

6.2 Conclusion 

This thesis has presented an image pre-processing method and an improved 

image based visual servoing algorithm. The conclusion and motivations are 

summarized as follow: 

1. The image pre-processing part. 

An ameliorative algorithm for image pre-processing has been proposed. It 

can be applied before the image features extraction to adjust the illumination 

condition and remove the unexpected dust and speckles. 

This algorithm is based on the morphological theory. Referring to the 

results, it has been shown that this algorithm can remove the speckles efficiently. 

For the bad or partial illumination condition, it can also balance the background 

illumination and obtain the clear and useful image. 

2. The image based visual servoing part. 
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Image moments have been chosen as the image features. Specially, a new 

set of image moments derived from Hu's invariants has been introduced to 

control the 3D rotation. After testing, it showed that this set of image moments 

can represent the object pose correctly. They will not be sensitive to the 

disturbance due to the low orders. 

Furthermore, a novel depth estimation method has been introduced. It is 

derived from the homogeneous transformation matrix between the robot frame, 

which is also the world frame, and the camera frame. Compared to other depth 

estimation methods, this method is relatively simple and easy to compute. 

Also, an improved IBVS algorithm has been proposed. In this algorithm, 

the image moments have been chosen as the image features to create the control 

signals. Specially, two new image features which are combined by image 

moments have been chosen to control the 3D rotation. In order to define the 

relationship between velocities of the novel image features and the move of 

camera, the derivation of image Jacobian matrix is provided. 

According to the results shown in Chapter 5, it demonstrates that the 

proposed image features can represent the pose of object correctly and help 

creating the proper controller. Furthermore, it also proves that the improved 

algorithm can be applied to not only the simple rectangular object, but also the 

other shapes. It can even be applied to the object which is difficult to detect the 

corner point. Besides, this algorithm is also robust to the poor camera 

calibration. 
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To sum up, an improved algorithm of image visual servoing inherit the 

advantage of the traditional IB VS. At the same time, it has conquered the 

disadvantage of the traditional point based IB VS. 

6.3 Future work 

Although the proposed IBVS algorithm can achieve the visual servoing 

goal successfully, there are also some further works worth of pursuing in the 

future. Some principal suggestions are listed as follows. 

1. To test the system on a real robot with real time control to evaluate 

the proposed IBVS algorithm. 

2. To extend the one camera system to the binocular cameras, so that 

the thickness of object can also be considered. 

3. To track the moving object instead of the fixed one. 
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APPENDIX A 

Hu's invariance [18] 

Hu has defined seven values from central moments. They are invariant to object 

scale, position and orientation change. These seven invariants are shown as follow: 

Ml=Mn+Mm 

^ 2 = ( / ' 2 0 - > " o 2 ) 2 + 4 / / n 2 

M3 = C"30 -3 / / 1 2 f +OM21 'Mai)2 

M4=(Mi0+Mn)2+(M2i+Mo3? 

Ms = (fho -iMnXMio +Mn)[(Mi0+Mn)2 ~Xth\ + /"o3)
2] 

+(3/"2i -Mo3)(M2i +Moi)[3(M30 + Mi2f-(M2] +M03)2] 

M 6= (fho -M02)[(Mi0 +Mnf ~(M2] + Mmf + *MH(MM + Mn)(M2i + Mm)] 

Mi = OMn -Moi)(M3o + y"i2)[(/"3o +Mnf ~^(M2i +M0i)
2'\ 

-(Mi0-2Mn)(M2]+Moi)[XMio + Mnf -(Mix + Mai)2] 
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